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អង់សុីម



�រ�ង��យ មនុស���នអង់សីុម�បែហល ២០០០ �បេភទខុសៗ���។

What Are Enzymes?
េតីអង់សីុម�អ�ី?

Enzymes are biologically active proteins found in all living cells that
catalyze biochemical reactions but remain chemically unchanged.

There are over 2000 different enzymes in our body.

There are two main types of enzymes in our body:
metabolic and digestive.

Our bodies naturally produce both metabolic and digestive enzymes
as needed.

អង់សីុមគឺ��ប�េតអីុនែដល�នេ�ក��ងេ�សិ�រស់�ំងអស់ែដលជំរុញឱ���ន

�បតិកម�ជីវគីមី។

�រ�ង��យមនុស���នអង់សីុមទូេ�២�បេភទ៖ អង់សីុមេម�បូលីស

និងអង់សិុមរ��យ��រ។

�ង�យរបស់េយើងផលិតអង់សីុម�ំង២�បេភទេ��មតំរូវ�រ។



Enzymes lower the activation energy required for a reaction to
start. They bring reactants together so that they don't have to
expend energy by moving randomly until they collide.
អង់សីុមបន�យ�មពលសកម�ែដល�ត�វ�រសំ�ប់ឱ���បតិកម��ប់េផ�ើម។ �ជួយ�ំ

�រ�តុ�បតិកម� រួម���េ�យមិន�ំ�ច់ចំ�យក���ំង�មពលេ�ចីន។



�គប់េ�សិ�ក��ង�រ�ង��យពឹងែផ�កេ�េលីអង់សីុមេម�បូលីសសំ�ប់�រ

ផលិត�មពល និង�របន��ប�តិពុល។ អង់សីុមេម�បូលីស�ន�រៈសំ�ន់

�ស់សំ�ប់�ទ�ទង់ជីវ�ត។

Metabolic Enzymes
អង់សីុមេម�បូលីស

Metabolic enzymes are an essential component for cellular function. 
They facilitate biochemical reactions within cells for energy production and

detoxification. Every organ, every tissue, every cell depend on metabolic enzymes
for the production of energy. Without these enzymes, life would cease to exist.

Metabolic enzymes help us to see,
hear, feel, move, and think!
អង់សីុមេម�បូលីសជួយ ចក�� វ����ណ េ�ត

វ����ណ �យវ����ណ �រេធ�ីចល� និង

�រគិត។



Metabolic enzymes include a wide range of different protein classes.
They 6 major metabolic enzymes are:
អង់សីុមេម�បូលីស�ន���ក់�ប�េតអីុន�េ�ចីន�បេភទ។ �បេភទធំៗ�ន៦៖  

① Oxidoreductases
       អុកសីុដូេរដុ�ស

② Transferases
       �តង់ែស����ស

③ Hydrolases
       អីុ�ដ��ស

④ Lyases
       លី���ស

⑤ Ligases
       លី���ស

⑥ Isomerases
       អីុសូេម���ស



អង់សីុមរ��យ��រ�ត�វ�នបេ��ញេ�យ

�បព័ន�រ��យ��រ �ប់ពី�ត់ដល់េ�ះេវៀនធំ។

��នតួ�ទីបំែបក និងរ��យ��រ

ែដលេយីង���ំ េ���រ�តុចិ��ឹមជីវ�ត និងេ�

��កសំណល់េដីម� �ីបេ��ញេ�ល។

Digestive Enzymes
អង់សីុមរ��យ��រ

Digestive enzymes are secreted along the
digestive tract. They break down the food
you eat into essential nutrients needed to
sustain life and into waste to be excreted.



Most digestive enzymes are produced by the pancreas. The liver, gall bladder,
small intestine, stomach and colon also play a vital part in enzyme production. 

លំែពងផលិត និងបេ��ញអង់សីុមរ��យ��រេ�ចីន�បេភទ�ងេគ។ េថ�ីម ថង់ទឹក

�ប�ត់ េ�ះេវៀនតូច �កពះ និងែផ�កែវង�ងេគៃនេ�ះេវៀនធំក៏�នតួ�ទីសំ�ន់ែដរ

ក��ង�រផលិតនិងបេ��ញអង់សីុមរ��យ��រ។

Digestive enzymes allow for the nutrients consumed in food to
be absorbed into the bloodstream and waste to be discarded.

អង់សីុមរ��យ��រជួយ�រ�ង��យ�សូប�រ�តុចិ��ឹម និងជួយ

បេ��ញ�កសំណល់េ�ល។



�រ�ង��យរបស់មនុស���ចផលិតអង់សីុមរ��យ��រមួយចំនួន៖

✤  អង់សីុម�មី�ស�ចបំែបក�បូអីុ��តេ���តិស�រ។

✤  អង់សីុមេប៉បសីុន �ទីបសីុន និងេប៉បទី�ស�ចបំែបក�តិ�ប�េតអីុនេ�� 

    �សីុត�មីណ�។

✤  អង់សីុមលី���ស�ចបំែបក���ញ់េ��ទំរង់�សីុតតូចៗ។



Enzymes & Health
ឥទ�ិពលៃនអង់សីុមេលីសុខ�ព

Enzymes are essential to sustain life. They are responsible for the
biochemical processes that keep us healthy, alive and kicking!

អង់សីុមសំ�ន់�ស់សំ�ប់�ទ�ទង់ជីវ�ត។ ��ន�រកិច�ក��ង�រ�គប់�គងសកម�ជីវគីមី

មួយចំនួនក��ងខ��នរបស់េយីងែដលេធ�ើឱ� �េយើង�នសុខ�ពល� រស់�ន�នជីវ�ត!



Some of the ways enzymes keep us healthy:
មុខ�រមួយចំនួនែដលអង់សីុមជួយសុខ�ពរបស់េយីង

✤ Digestion and breaking down food for nutrients
       �ររ��យ��រ និង�របំែបក��រេ���រ�តុចិ��ឹម

✤ Cell regeneration and muscle building
       ក�ងេ�សិ�េឡីងវ�ញ និងជួយក��ង�រក�ង�ច់ដំុ

✤ Anti-carcinogenic detoxification
       កំ�ត់�រ�តុែដលបង�ជំងឺម�រ�ក

✤ Removing toxins and detoxification
       បន��ប�តិពុល និង�របេ��ញ�េ�ល

✤ Enhancement of immunity
       ព�ងឹង�បព័ន��រ�រ�ង�យ ឬ�បព័ន��ព���ំ

✤ Maintaining energy homeostasis
       �គប់�គង និងរក���មពលក��ងខ��ន

✤ Regulate blood flow and blood pressure
       �គប់�គងចរន��ម និងស���ធ�ម

And many more!



�ពរ��នេ�ដល់សកម�េម�បូលីសក��ងខ��ន�ចបង�ជំងឺមួយចំនួនដូច� ជំងឺទឹកេ�ម

ែផ�ម �រេឡីងទំងន់េលីសកំរ�ត េឡីងស���ធ�ម ជំងឺពុកឆ�ឹង ជំងឺអរមូ៉នមួយចំនួន ជំងឺ

ម�រ�ក និងជំងឺេផ��ងៗេ�ចីនេទៀត។

Dysregulation of metabolic pathways has been linked to diseases, such
as diabetes, obesity, hypertension, osteoporosis, hormonal disorders,

cancer, and many other diseases, and many more.




